
Precision with Ease Class Supply List  
 

Pattern of your choice from my collection $15  

Sewing machine and bobbins 
80/12 sharp machine needles 
Cotton thread, neutral colored or matching fabrics 
Scissors; Shears and thread snipers 
Pins 
Rotary cutter with a fresh blade 
Cutting Mat, the larger the better   
6 ½”x 24 ½”, 6 ½”x 12 ½” & 6 ½”x 6 ½” rulers or whatever you have similar to these 
Fabric Marking tool; chalk, marker or pen  
Notebook and pen 
Pencil and sharpener 
Digital camera (optional) 
Iron and ironing pad 
Spray starch, not heavy 
“Seam Fix” seam ripper  
 
Optional tools available for purchase: 
Flying Geese Trimmer * $17 
Split Rectangle Trimmer * $19 
“Strip Stick” Pressing Stick *12 

* These items are optional but recommended and will be available for purchase.  You 

must give the instructor advanced notice of your desire to purchase these tools.  
 
Available Patterns & approx. finished sizes:  

Spinning Flowers 40” x 52”  
Sweet Shoppe 40” x 52”  
Magic Stars 54” x 74”  
Whirlpools 72” x 92”  
 
Fabric required for class samples; 2 fat quarters; 1 light & 1 dark  
 
All fabric should be pre-washed and sized or starched.  
 

Do Not cut any fabric before class! We will discuss color & value and you may change 
your mind about your choices after the workshop. 
 
We will be making samples of Half Square Triangle (HST), Flying Geese, Split Rectangle 
and Quarter Square Triangle (QST) units. For these samples you can use either the 
fabrics you have chosen for your quilt design or bring scraps and fat quarter cuts of 
alternate fabrics to use for the samples. If you want to use the fabrics you chose for your 
quilt design then I recommend that you buy extra fabric for any two fabrics that are 
sewn together to form a HST unit in your quilt’s design. An extra fat quarter of each 
color should be plenty. 
 


